ACPET provides an exclusive range of Health Check Services to members. This ensures an independent perspective on areas of operational improvement and best quality practices. ACPET project manages the entire process and outcome with each member direct. These services are cost effective, and the process is highly adaptable and responsive to the member’s context.

The range of Health Check Services include adherence to ACPET’s Code of Ethics and Training Broker Code of Practice, and compliance with the VET Quality Framework.

**These services:**
- Are completely adaptable to fulfil your organisational need with appropriate charges
- Is a continuous improvement tool that complements existing operational practices
- Are based on coaching style approach that is action plan oriented
- Take a proactive risk management approach with solutions

**Members can access the following independent services:**
- Full Health Check against all RTO Standards 2015
- Health Check completely focused on Standard 1 - desk based model
- Health Check completely focused on Standard 1 - site visit and desk based model
- Spot Checks on any aspect of your training operation at an hourly or a daily rate

**By undertaking an independent ACPET Health Check Service members will also:**
- Be made aware of areas requiring improvement, highlight areas of best practice
- Be provided with an action plan that will guide the improvement process
- Have independent support and advice throughout the entire process

To find out more about ACPET’s independent Health Check Services, processes and costs, contact your state office.